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John Hornback, Director	502 573-3382		john.hornback@mail.state.ky.us
Division of Air Quality		502 573-3787
Cabinet for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Permit # V-00-053
803 Schenkel Lane
Frankfort, KY 40601

Dear Mr. Hornback:

Thank you for the opportunity to express our opposition to the Power Plant proposed at 3000 Kenton Lands Road, Erlanger, KY by Cinergy Capital and Trading, Inc. of Cincinnati, OH. 45201.

While we have long enjoyed and appreciate the dependable service provided by Cinergy's Northern Kentucky Division, Union Light, Heat, & Power, we strongly believe this location for the proposed combustion activity is inappropriate for our neighborhood.  We understand alternative locations are available to Cinergy that would not damage so many lives.  This location is already over-burdened by two up-wind, large, coal-burning power plants, high-density freeway intersection, local traffic, planes, and trains.  We will not tolerate another unnecessary insult to our environment!  You are our public servant to protect our environment.

The "Industrial" zoning applicable to the small Cinergy parcel on Kenton Lands Road was allocated many years ago, prior to development of the Erlanger Baptist Village residential community which is less than 1000 feet from the proposed 800-million-BTU combustion frames.  This Village houses over 200 residents.  The zoning is a relic appropriate for the innocuous activity of natural gas distribution, but should be amended on undeveloped property adjacent to the small Cinergy site, and just across the street from the new Kenton County Public Library scheduled for construction.  The proposed power plant would require expansion of the current Cinergy parcel at the expense of development more consistent with the Village and Library.  

Several years ago, the state highway department constructed a magnificent railroad overpass, opening this legacy rural area to normal commerce, accessible to the very active Dixie Highway (US 42) bounding Erlanger and Edgewood.  Since then, there has been new development and increased use of the recreational fields on the south side of Kenton Lands Road.  Most recently, an olympic swim/gym facility opened as a part of this recreational center for all of Northern Kentucky.

The Cinergy site is prominently elevated over the entire area and combustion smoke stacks would defile the heart of residential and recreational Northern Kentucky, magnifying a decline in public perception and property values, even beyond the air quality degradation this Inferno would cause, especially in times of air stagnation and inversions.

We encourage Cinergy to pursue a more appropriate site, one having at least a 1/2-mile buffer, similar to most plants of this size across America.   We are not guinea pigs wishing to test, for the first time, the effects on us of a power plant so close to our lives.  Common sense dictates this much combustion must be located farther away from the heart of Kenton County residential activity.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our heartfelt interests, remembering that for most of us, our homes are our primary investment and must not be sacrificed for incremental global gains by Cinergy.

Sincerely praying for your proper exercise of conscience,


